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SYNOPSIS

iii

•

The results of tests carried out on two full size

portal frames are presented. These frames were of welded con

struction and had spans of 30 feet and column heights of 10

feet. The column bases were pin ended in one case and fixed

in the other. The frames which were fabricated from 12WF36

shapes were subjected to simultaneous application of vertical

and horizontal loads.

The behavior of the component parts of the frame

(beams, columns, welded connections) as indicated by various

measuring techniques are compared with computed values based

on simple plastic theory. Attention was given to the problem

of plastic instability .

The lateral forces required to restrain the frames

to their original plane were measured and analyzed. These

forces are of significance in both elastic and plastic design

of such structures.

Information with regard to the action of fixed base

frames under very high horizontal loads is presented.
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I. I N T ROD U C T ION

1. OBpJECT A~ID SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The tests reported herein are the third and fOll:r'th

frame tests to be carried out at Lehigh University as part or
the broad investigation titled "Welded Continuous Frames and

Their Components". The frames were simple rectangular' portals:;

one with pinned column bases a.nd the other with fixed column

bases. Both were fabricated from a 12WF36 steel section with

a beam span of 30 ft. and 10 ft. column heights. The previous

two frames tested in this progr,g';m (1) '* were also r'ectangular

portals with oeam spans of 14 ft. and had columns 7 .t"t. high

with pinned bases. The variable in the earlier frames was 'th(~

size of section us,ed; one was made from 8B13 s,hap8s while the

second was from 8WF40 shapes •

In contrast to the first and secon.d test frames!} which

were subjected to vertical loads only, Test Fra.mes 3 and 4 were

SUbjected to a combination of horizontal and vertical loads.

n ~_)

In recent yea;r.s ~a.:ft extensive st~.d.y, into the plastic

behavior of steel structures has also been carried out at Cambrid.ge

University in England and tests of frames loaded under both vertical

and horizontal loads have been r'epor'ted. (2) The tests reported

in these studies have been made on somewha.t sma,ller fram.esfaor'icated

from steel shapes rolled in England.

The rr~in objective of the tests was to determine if

the ulti.mate load~carrying capacity of such'frames under combined
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•

loading could be predicted by simple plasti\;;; trleOl"'Y 0 In addi·

tion, valu.able information rJegar'ding the later'al supporJt; required

for such f'ramEis was ~~scert:<j,jJned as wer'e the final modes of fallure 0

The f'r'am.e with fixed colunm bases i(F:r'ame 4) demonstr[:l.ted

the lar'ge r'eserve strength such eolwnn fix1.ty giv(;:.l:', th,e frame to

horizontal loads .
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IIo DES C RIP T ION 0 F F R A M E S

AND T EST A P PAR A T U S

2. TEST SPECIMENS

The test specimen.s used are detailed in Fi.g. 1.. Both

were single bay rectangular rigid frames with beam spans of 30

ft. and column heights of 10 ft. The. knees we:r'e of all wel.ded

eonstruction i:md were Type 8B described in Ref. 3. Both frames

were fabricated in the labora,tory by welders t~x~d fi.tters 'lArhose

.regular' jobs 1.nvolve simi.lar operations at the plant 'of a large

steel fabricator.

-3

If these frs"mes were assumed to be fr'om an imagina:r'y'

bui.lding with an assumed vertical worki:ng load of 60 psf and
•

design wind load of 20 psf, the re8u1tlng tot,:::!.l vertical load

would be nine times the total horizontal load. Such reasoning

as this leads to the loading ratio whit3h was ITl8.i:ntained constant

tr~oughout Test 3 and during the first phase of Test 4. Loads

were applied at 'the third point:s of both the beam and windward

column. (The windwa.rd column herein refer's to the c:ol11.mn· to

\'lhich the ho!"izontal loads were applied.)

The two frames diff€:!'ed only in the cond1.t::ton at the

column bases. Frame 3 was pin-ended; tbat 1s 3 both colu~~ bases

were mounted on knife edges. Dux'lng the test the distance between
'w

knife edges was kept constant by means of ti.e rods. To simu],ate

a fixed-ended condition, the colurrm bases of Frame 4 were welded

directly to a stiff base beam.. Since the base beam was not i1'1·-

finitely stiff the columns'bases were not completely fixed.
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This partial fixi.t·,Y had no effect on the theoretical ultj.w.ate

load of the frame, although the fr'ame IS behavior in the elastic

range was affel:;ted 0

Both frames were ,fabricati;;d frCfm 12WF36 Iias-rolledll

steel sections. Tne dimensions wer'e a(~qui!"8d 'liIrith the aid of a

micrometer and the actual properti.es of the section differed

considerably from those giV'en in the A 0 I oS. Co Steel Constructi.on

Manual 0 (4) A c;:omparison of the actual, ~J,nd h,a,ndbook: properties

is given in Ta.ble I. Both the actu2"J. secti,or'l modulus" S·V and
. . .t""

plastic m.odulus, z.x~~ were appr'oxima:tel;y 5% lower than the ha.ndbook

values due largely to the di.screpancy j.n flange thickness 0

TABLE I~ Section Dimer.l,sions. and Prope:r'ties..

Wgt.per Area Depth Flange Web Ix Sx Zx
f·t. Width Thtclmess Thickness

(lbs) (i:rl2) (i:rl) (i"n. ) (1.:0.) (" , (in4 ) ( 1':rl3) (in3 );J..11 J

Handbook (4) 36 10.59 12~24 6.565 00540 0.305 280.8 45 09 51.4

Actual . 34~ 8 10021 12.17 6.59 0.510 0030'1 266.2 43.7 49.1
..

Variati.on* -3.3% -3;:'6% ~006% ~0.4% .-5.6% +Oo?% -5.2% -4.8fo .-405%

. '

* %based -on. handbook value.
Values in table computed for T4 assumed applicable to both T3 and T4.

The mechanical propert:ies of the steel u,sed w,~:r'e deter

mined by standard coupon tests (both tension and: compression)

conducted at a slow laborator"y relate on coupons taken fr'om fout:>

locations 1.n the cr'oss-section. A a,etc of coupons was takem from

ordered to meet the requirements of ASTM D88igr-l':'S1tii.on A'Y -50T 0

'* Z (plastic m.odulus) for s:\rmmetrlcal sectlons is :2
ftrst moment of one hx;~lr of the s.ecticn about; the

tim.ei~ the
r~.leu,tI"i)al ~!J1t:i~:3 a
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Irhe l.aboratory eoupon te:sts are summarized in Table

II. In using these results to determine the :rie1d moment

(My = 1713 ki.p in.• ) and the plastic mome!:.t (Mp = 1925 kip in.)

of the section the yield stress ~evel of those coupons (tension

and compression) Ioeated in the fla.nges w'ere averaged and

as the yield stress. This average :rield str>ess level war:;, 39.2ksi,

Vvhich is lovier tha.n the upper yield strength of' 42.53 ksi given

i +.1.-., " .• 1 ...." r'j"rot· (rrI';:1bl r-['''''),n '-'1:.8 ITlJ...L. r ,.. p ......, ",,_ e ..J..,

a coupon selected from the web.

th:ts value being determ:l.ned from.

..

If the plastic moment wer'e computed on the basis of

a vlelghted yield stress (both flange aDd web coupons bei.ng used)

its value becomes 1943 kip in. This '~ve:lght;(~;d va,lue being 0.9

per cent larger' than the plastic moment used in this report .

TABLE II: Physical

X-Section Coupon For Yield St.ress Ultimate Mod'alus of StY.'ain··
Location Frame No. Level strength Elastici ty Hardening

cr;y.(ksi) (ksi) E(xl06ksi) £3 t( in/ in)

1 3 39.23 62.00 0.015
4 39.08 62.23 30.6 0.017
3 -38.06* 0.014
4 -40.47 29.7 0.011

'2 3 45.10 67.80 0.024
4 44.66 66.56 29.8 0.018
3 -45.15 0.014
4 -47.20 29.7 0.013

I 3 3 39.70 I 62.20 0.018
4 39,45 62.74 29.8 0.023
3 ·-38.09 0.015
4 ··39.81 30.3 0.018

4 .., 41.20
I

66.20 0.0140:>

4 38.66 62.85 30.8 0.019

~
3 -38.49 0.013

I 4 -38.35 30.9 0.009

It..:" indicates c.ompression test.

Sse"t,ion Properties
Used

oy _. 39. 2 ks i

My - 1713 k tl

~ .- 1925 kU~

E - ZD. 2XW3 ksi

EI - 80.39xl05 k-in2

J,
1-

I

4
Coupon Location
on Cross Section
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TABLE III ~. Mill Heport on 1:2WP36

Chemical Compos:i.ti.on Me ch:a.:ni03al Pr'opertles
in Per Cent ,

.-

C = 0.18 Yield strength = 42,530 psi
. (uppe:r. yie Id )

Mn = 0.65 Ultimate Str'ength .- 67,420 psi

P = 0.014 Elong~t1on in 8 in. _. 25 ') per c,e:n,t."-

0.038 i
in Ar'ea 5000 (JEmtS = Reduetion .- per

3. LATERAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

Pastexper:i.ence in testing of rigid frames into the

~6

plastic range had shown that adequate lateral support W8,S essen=

tial if the theoretical '0.1tima,t,e load. were to be attained.

Therefore, the present test fr'ames we:!."8 pr'ovided with. a late:r'(j:,1.

building construct:ion 0 In Test 3 tr.lis SUPPOl"t: 'W:B:,S provided by

18 struts which held the frame in a plane abou.t 10 ft. from tr..l.e

wall or:' the laboratory buildi.ng. (See Fig. 2:a) FotU" 01"

struts, which w'er'e locat~d in ela.stic regions, carr:ied. very sma,ll

forces :In F:r\s.me 3 and, therefor'€:', were not 'use:d. :i.n Test 4 which

had a similar moment condition in the beam. ~le lac-ations of

lateral support struts ar-e i.nd:!.cated by the small circles dr9,wn

on the flanges of the beam in Fig. 1.

In order to insure free ver'tical mO'iT'sment of the frame

beam i.n its. plane, the lateral support s..truts were fitted with

flex bars at both ends 0 The lateral suppo:r°'t; at; 8. typic;a.l be,~.m

section is 8hown in Fig 0 3. Provisions wer'e m.ade to adjust tree

st~('uts for lar'ge vertical deflections and t11'(~ tests werE";: planned
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strain gages were attached to one of tb.e .flex bars of each
'\,

-7

..

lateral support str'ut so that the for'ce in the individual struts

could be as(;ertained at any time.

The lateral support system can b';;l se€-m in the photo-

graph of the glE'meral test arrangeml?mt shown in Flg. 2a.

4. LOADING SYSTEiYI

In both fr'ames the loads wer'e a.pplii2;d by a self-·

c:ontained system made up from the frame j a base beam and

hydraulic jacks. Each jack W'a~'l atta(:~h~;d. in series to an aluminum

tube dynamoIT:eter' for measur':ing th.e load a,ppli.e(l. All load.s we!'(~

applied to the· frame througb. l'.n.orizontal pins located at the

centroid of the beam and provided with transverse stiffener

plates to help di.stribute th.e load to the ~,ecti'On.. The loading

systems are shown in schematic f'cxr'm in Fig. 4.

In Frame 3 (see F'ig. 4a) one ja.ck was used for EJach

of' the two vertieal loads.7 one for the hox'izon:tal loadf3 j and one

for the hor'izonta.l reaction at the eolurnn. bases. This :::~ystem of

opposing horizontal jacks was used to a.djust the longitudinal

position of the fr'amf;; so that tt..e beam of the frame had no hori-

zontal movement th~;reby simplifying the la-cel.""al support system.

Each jack was corill.ected directly to a hand-operated pump.
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A slightly different loading system as shown schema

tically in Fig. 4b was used in Test 4. One jack was used for

each load but the two vertical jacks' weI'e connected to a common

pump. Similarly, the two horizontal jacks were connected to a

second pump. This sy~em expedited the test in th~ plastic range

by automatically maintaining the loads applied by the two jacks.

approximately equal. The maximum difference in these loads was

2.1 per cent which occurred after ultimate load in Phase II.

Reactions for the horizontal jacks were transferred to the base

beam at points under the column bases. Reactions for the vertical

jacks were also taken by the base beam so that the loading system

was completely self-contained within the rectangular ring formed

by the frame and the base beam. As in Test 3 the tops of the

columns were fixed in space and the 's"idesway that occurr'ed caused

the base beam to move on rollers provided under it.

It should be pointed out that the loading systems

used in these tests give the worst possible effect from the side

loads since they require the beam to carry a maximum axial com-

pression load. If, for instance, the horizontal load were applied

in parts to both columns the beam would be subject to less axial

compression load.

5. DETERMINATION OF EXPERIMENTAL MOMENTS

Both frames were statically indeterminate, Frame 3

to the first degree, and Frame 4 to the third degree. It was,

therefore, necessary to measure redundants in order to determine

the experimental moments throughout the frames.
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In Frame :3 it was sufficient to measure the hor>izorrtal

force which existed in the colu.mn .base tie rods. This was a~JcO'm=

plished by me<'3,ns of SR-4 e18(;.tr'ical st:r'c~in gages 'mounted. on'

aluminum links in the tie rods~

Six pairs of SR-4 electr'ical strain gages wer's attached

to w(ebs of the (~olurrm,s of Frame 4 in ol'der to mea,sure lxnit rota-

tion at three points in each C01UrrJ.l'1. From the unit r'otations"

the mOnlEmts wer'8 (;omputed S:1:o.(;'.6 the gage:s W'r.8:t''(:; mou...nted :tn r'E;gion;s

expected to r'emSl.:in elastic 0 In tbJ:1 latter Pg;U't of the test J the

col'!-1mns yielded at two of these points (¢):n;;,~ in. eal\],h colUl'!1.n.) so

tha.t the m.oment could no longer be c?,scertained with cer't:;dnty

at those points. The four pa:trs of gages !"emafnlngJ/ however!)

wer'e more than enough to determ:ine th.e momerlts thr01J,.ghout the
•

fra.me 0 During the early part or the te~,t 'W'hEm all gages c(i'uld

be usedJ/ the momen,ts a.t the top,s and b((,)tt'om.s of' both colu.rn.ns were

determined by using various combinaticms of' gages. The maximum

variation l.n the moments tn:us, obtaine.d was a.bo'U,t 10%0 IJ.td.s

method of determining moments is disc.ussed at; some length in

Ref. 1.

Once the redundants were determ:ined the experimental

moments throughout the frames were obtained by statics. These

moments were corrected for frame distortions by using the measured

frame deflectionso
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6. ROTATION MEASUREMENT

-10

• Measurements to determine the rotation occurring along

a unit length of beam and across the knees of the frames wer'e

made by use of the rotation indicators described in Ref. 1. Such

rotation indicators, four O~ Frame 3 and eleven on F~ame 4, were

located at points where plastic hinges formed 0 In order to get

some indication of the extent of the plastic zone near the lee

knee of Frame 4, a total of five indica~ors were located adjacent

to the knee in the column and beam.

7. DEFLECTION MEASUREMENT

•

,.

Ordinary surveying instruments were used to determine

the deflected shape of both frames to within 1/50 of an inch.

This precision was adequate in view of the fact that deflections

in the order of 3 inches were experienced at ultimate load .

A transit (one for each column) was used to establish

a fixed vertical plane from which the horizontal deflections of

the column were measured. Similarly, an engineer'S level was

used to establish a fixed horizontal plane just above the frame

from which the vertical deflections of the beam were measuredo A

single mechanical dial gage was used to measure the deflection

at beam center as a check on the surveyi.ng instruments and for

control during the test.

8. BUCKLING INSTRm~NTATION

Several types of instruments were used to detect

~ lateral and local buckling. Mechanical dial gages were used to

measure local movement of both the web and compression flange at
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er1tical locat:ions 0 In Fra,me :3 fuxJt:her indication of 10(,,0.1

flange buckling was given by' pairs of SR=4 eleetric:al straln

gages mounted on opposite sides of' t;he oom,prJ,ession flange at

critical points.

An' indication of later'al buckling 1I'j',s;,a obtained by'

measuring the lateral twist, or rotat:ion.? of' the bea,mo In

~ll

'.

Frame 3 this, was acoompliE:;hed by 'transverse level bar"s (des~

cribed in Ref 0 1) mounted at tb..r'E;iE'! criti,cal se,;;:rtions on. the beam.

This method W21,S mu~;;h more preiCi:tse than ne)0essa:r"~y so a movable

twist indicator was devised to measure, the 1,at(;;:ral twist a.t

critical sections on the beam i.n Test 4, 0

9. TEST PROCEDURE

Both teats consisted of two parts: (1) check test of

th~ r"'Jame in tho eJastJ."r, range· s:Jn<i !~?) 'tTl''''''l'"", t'-"'Q't "'·~':,"""'Ji""·t'::' '~·"·11't'- J" ~ C, '.";: .... ,. ~ '\ ,-, I "",. ","" '" ,_, ,"',,",,,,,1,, ,\", ,J, 'J .... '

continuously thr'()iugh the el8,stic and plasti':J ~'J,'2.ngef.j to fa1.1uIJ6o

The check tests were used to ascerta.:i,n the behavior of both the

testing appa.:r'atus and the frames.

Fr"ame 3 was check-tested as a determinate e,tructuI'e

by removing the tie rods' c,onnecting the (wlumn bases 0 In this

condition the frame was loaded in th,r6!8 di:f'f'er6!nt ways: by

vertical beam loads' only" by horj,zcntal eolu.mn loads only, and

by tie rod forces on the column bases 0 The resulting deflections

at the beam center' and c,olurrrn bases W'er~.~ measurJed 0 The maximum

deviation c,r these deflections from the 'theoret:ical values was

605 per cent hldlcatlng that the testing apparJt-1.tu8 and frame were
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functioning satisfactorily. Frame 3 was alS',~Ji che\ck-tested as

an indeterminate str'u.cture. The fo!"'ce in the tie rods wa.s

measured and fOlLf1d t'oagree within 2 per oent with the theoreti

cal value.

For Frame 4· such an elaborate chec.k test was not pos

s.ible since the sp·ecimen eould not be redui©eHi to a determinate

structure 0 The beam center deflection" h.c~wever,was measured

and found to agree within 7 per cent of the theoretical value

when the load was 12 kips in the vertical jacks. A further

indication of the action' of the frame is given by a comparison

of' the actual and theoretical moment diagrams Inthe elastirc

range shown i.n Fig 0 50 Ex.0ept t7,t the qJ,'Dlum.n bases, these m(.')ments

differed by approxim~tely 5 per cent •
•

The main tests were car'ried out oontinuously- u:nt:11
...

the lateral plastic buckling near t~l')j,e lee knee berea,me exees,s:1.vely

large causin.g r'apid :reductions in load~,cf:i:rJrying capa«~lty. The

time requ1,r'ed f'or the continuous tests was about 60 hours 0

During the early stages of the tests 3 readings were

taken on all measuring devices at frequent load int-ervals. No

data were taken at a given load increment uritil the beam center

deflection had stabilized; that 1s.<) With 'the loads on. the frame

held constant the increase in defle«,,,;t:lon w::tth t:1.me became

negligible.

As the appl:ied loads approached the theoreticsJ. plastic

ultimate load the ti.me required for the def'le(~tlon to stabilize

increased rapidly. To reduce this stabi.lizing time a "deformation-
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..

increment" cri,ter'ion was adopted f't)!" the la.ter" part of the tests ~

Under th:1,s c!"iter:JLon a predeternrlned. deformation :lncremti::nt was

applied by means o:E 'the jacks 0 Thi,s deformati(Jr! was then held

constant whlle tb,e loads decreased wit:h t:ime 0 Eventually, th.ese

loads remained pr'8.ctic:al1y constant and a set of dB,ta was taken 0

For Ii'ram'!:;; 3 the hOJc'izonta,l loads we:t"tS 1/:;1 of the ver'ti=

cal loads throughout the test 0 Test 4,p howev6!"J ccms:isted of

two distirl,!J,t; pha,l,,:!,f3;S 0 In thl1-;; fi:t'st p!(')rJ~,12,~?).9 tr'll!? f:re:B;me wc~s h'uLtded

with verti(,jal and hOI'izo:ntal loads in a. r:d.n.e=t;.o~o:nle propol':"t;::lLon

unt:1.1 97 per cent; (')f th,€> 'theoret:i,c.al plr~,iB,.t~:t(: li!,ltlm8,'te l((Yc~d f'e:>:t"'

this load conditlon was reached. 0 In the se(;~')nd pflase s the vert:i=

cal loads wer'e held constant at a va,b,le, slj"ghtly' less t:t:\.s%n 't;h,e

theoretical ul't1.rfJ,"",te load' and the hC~:l::":j,,2'~::rr't;,'9,l lc',9.ds were ir:H:::t:eased

vertical loads had a dominant effect:; the other in which the

horizontal loads were more signifi.cant. The f:irst case wherein

the vertical loads were maintained at values 9 times the hori

zontal loa.d is r'eferred to as Test 4 - Phase I or Test 4(I),; i.n

that part of the test in whic~h the vertic~a.l lOiB,d was held constant

as the horizontal load was incre,ased is ref'e:r."red to as T,sst 4 =

Phase II or Test 4(11)0
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III. THE 0 RET rCA L

10. THEORETICAL LOADS AND M01VIENTS

ANALYSIS
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'rhe l':'esults of the theoretical analysis of the frames

are summal'ized in Figs. 6 and 7. In the elastic range the struc-

tureswere analyzed b~' ordinary elastic methods for indeterminate

structures. SinGe the base beam in Frame 4 was not infinitely

rigid, l.ts actual rigidity was tal-{en into ac,count in the elastic

analysis. The structure was analyzed as a closed ring composed of

the frame itself and the base beam. It must be empl1.asized,

however, that this base beam flexibility had no effect on the

theoretical ultimate load found by s:Lmple plastic analysis so long

as the base beam remr'3.ined elastic. Methods of' simple plastic

• analysis by whieh the ultimate loads of.' fr'ames such as these may

be predicted have been de:3crlbed.. (5 to 'T)

'lIABLE IV: Critical Loads From Theoretical Analysis

Frame Fr'B.me J.j.

Load ':( Phase I Phase II-'
Kips Kips Kips

P (Yield) .* 23.7 26.2 18.7

Q (Yield)* 2.63 2·91 18.7

P (Ultimate) 29.9 32~1 32.1

Q (Ultimate) 3.32 3.57 32.1

:,

*Load at which bending stresses alone are equal to yield
stress of'material (39.2 ksi). Ifaxial stress were added
loads Py and Qy would be loper. p

Q

Q

/ 7
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first yield (py and Qy ) and at the theoreti~al ultimate load

c~nd1tion (pp and ~). They are ba.sed \,)In the ac.tual physi©al

properties of the sect1on~ My = 1713 kip in. and Mp = 1925 kip

in. A study of this table reveals that the theoretical ultimate

strength given by plastic analysis is 1.26 t:imes as gr'eat as

the conventionally accepted maximum strength (l~ad at first yield)

f'or Frame 3 and 1.22 tim'9S as great for Frame 4 (I). Anothel"'

point of inter'est is the capacity of Frame 4 to withstl;\nd ve:'(.~y

high horizonta.l loads. In Phase II of.' the test the hori,zontal

ultimate loads are as large a.s the ver·tlcal ultimate loads. 'I'h,9

plastic analysi,s ultimate load fer the c:ondlt1on of eq''''1,E,l hQI'l

zonta1 and vertical load (Fraine 4, (II)) is 1.72 timlss 81,i5 gr'eat

as for the f'1rst yield ult1m:a.te con('.€ipt 0 It should be pointE~d

stresses caused by bending moments alone. Ifaxial .for,;:..~s W!$l"e

( alst) considered (as. they generally are 1!!1 ela~~t1c a,nalY81s) the

The ultimate loads wel"'e obtain.ed by using simple plastic

theory. The sequen~e. of the formation ofplastle hinges is given

by the circled numbers in Figs. 6 and 7. The first fo\w h1r~es

shown for Frame 4 in Fig. 7 were required in order that the

theoretlcalult1w~te load in Phase I eould be reached. Hinges 1

and 3 remained hinges in Phase II. In addition to these hinges l

two others (5 and 6) were necessary in or'der that an ultinu3.te

load could be rea~d in Phase II. In Phase II, hinges 2 and 4

beha.ved elastically because the moment at these hinges pr'~'duced

bY,the horlz0ntal loads was opposite to the plastic mom.ents

produced by the vertical·~oads in Phase I.
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capacity of' the ,f'ram.e. ~~'he ll1timJ:J,te loo,d (p ::: 32.1 kips) moment

diagram sho'!l\fn :tn Fig. '7 (and, :t"ep'B8ted in Fig. 8) for Fr.','ame 4 (I)

takes into account the base beam flex.ibility. If the baSt; b(:~am

(p = 3201 kips) moment diagram WOllld be altel"(~d. fA comparison of

the two cond:tt.ir;Jni:3 is given in Fig. 8.

11. i}'HE,ORETICAIJ DEFOR.J.V1ATIONS

of the center of the beam.

Whi,le the frame is ::tn the elastic; range the beam

centerline deflection may be determined by or'dlnary elastlc

analysis. However, ::mch analysj,s a.ssurnes the frame to be fcn:'med

from member"ta hav1.:ng lengths givien by the eenterl:1ne diIuensions

of' '. the frame. Th1,s assumption leads to an an.swlS:b whic:h is

apprOXirrlo3.tely correct but; i't can be im,proved. upon by tak:tng :Ln:to

account the f'act that the part:l,c1ular' :k::nees of' the f'I'ame !:"otate,

more than the equ:ivalent length. o.f plain beam. A rational method

of' predicting su,ch d1.f'ference in :rotation :ts gi.ve,n in Rf2,f. 2.
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In the case of Frame 3, this procedure led to a beam center
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deflecti,on of 1. '79 in. at yield load instead of' I. 74 in. This

increase is so small that the effect was ignored in the.com-

putations for Frame 4.

Approximate values for def'lectiorLs of the fr'ame,s ma,y

be determined just as tn-e ultiniate load is reached by a very

simple method described by Symonds and Neal(5) and Yang et a1(8).

This method assumes that yielding is concentrated at the pla.stic

hinges and that these hinges a.re frJee to rotate under the constant

moment, Mp , other parts of the frame remaining elastic. Just as

the last plastic hinges is formed the slope at either side of the

hinge must be equal. Using these assumptions and the slope-

deflection equations, one may find. the deflected shape of the

structure. For F:pame 3 this give::. an est1.mated beam center

deflection of 2.82 in. at ultimate load. It seems reasonable

that the actual, def'lection should be larger than 2.82 i,n. since:

yielding is spread out over lengths of the beam and not con-

centrated at the hinges as assumed in the analysis. This would

be particularly true in the present case since the entire center

third of the beam is Withstanding a moment greater than My when

the ultimate load is reached.

The deflection computl3.ti,ons discussed above for Frame 3

allow one to draw the theoretical load-deflecti,on curve shown on

Fig. 9. Similar computations result in the theoretical load

deflection curve shown in Fig. 10 for Frame 4 where the beam center

deflection at ultlmate load was computed to be 3.64 in. Again it

should be pointed out that for Frame 4 as well as for Frame 3 the

actual moment diagram vlolates the assu:mption,
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"plastic hinges are concentrated at points 11 made in the def'le(~

tion computation. Figure 7 shoW's that the entlre middle third

of the beam in Frame 4 is under the theoretical plastic I11nge

moment at the ultimate load conditiol1.o Thi~, condition assures

one that the actual defleotion will be Qonsiderabl~ larger than

the computed value. In the case of structures having moments

that continuously vary, there should be much closer agreement

between theoretical and experimental deflec:ti.on values 0

In, p.ny case, the fact that the actu.al deflecti.ons at

maximum load ar'8 somewhat larger than the theoreti.cal values :i.s

not criti'cal since at plastic design TtlOrking loads the agreement

between theory and experiment ,is excellent 0
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IV. RES U L T S

12. GENERAL BEHAVIOR

o F T EST S
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The presen~ test frames and test apparatus beh<3.ved

as well as was expected in all respects. It is believed that

the results indicate the performance that might be expected

from an actual building frame where the proper consideration

is given the lateral support system. At the same time, a lateral

support system capable of providing the support given the test

frames might not be- impractical; in fact, even better support is

often given the frames of elastically-designed structures (such

as concrete floor slabs', etc.).

The frames carr'ied the predicted yield loads and

approached the theoretical ultimate load very elosely. In

addition, both frames showed an ability to carry loads very

near the predicted ultimate load even when the deflections were

double those at the time the ultimate load was first reached.

This characteristic which is clearly seen i.n Figures 9 and 10

demonstrates the large energy absorbing capacity of structural

steel rigid frames when loaded into the plastic state.

Final failure for Frame 3 was eventually brought

about when the lee column buckled laterally just below the beam

column connection ... This bucklingoccur'red in a region that was

fully plastic and 'was ,a clear case of plastic instability. Other

llminor" cases of plastic instability took place but were pre

vented from progressing to such an extent as to be the cause of

the frame failure. The ability of the frame to survive these
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earlier> cases of plastic instability was u.ndoubtedly due to the

effective lateral support system .

Plastic instability also brought about the f·inal

failure of Frame 40 For this frame the lateral buckle occurred

in the beam in a region immediately adjacent to the cO~Dection

of the lee column.

"3,.1.. • EXPERIrJIEhTTAL LOADS AND MOlVJENTS

(a) Test Frame 3~

The results of Test 3 with regards to load~carrying

•

...

capacity are shown in one form in Figux'e 9 where the beam center

deflection and the sidesway are plotted against the vertical

load. The experimental load for this frame was 2907 kips which

is 99.3 percent of the theoretieally computed load of'2909 kips 0

Table V shows the ra'tios of certain test loads to the theoreti--

cally computed equivalents. For Frame 3 the first observed

yield (aside from very minute local yield) wa.s observed at 15.9

kips of vertical load as ,compared to ' com.pu.ted yield load of

23.7 kips. (This computation for yield load neglected the eff~ct

of axial load). The tendency of a real fram.e to yield at low

loads is discernible in Figure 9, in wh:lch inelastic action com

menced at a vertical load of about 10 kips .
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TABLE V~ Strength Compar'ison
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Yield Strength Maximum Strength
First General Elastic Plastic

Frame No. Yield Line Yield Analysis Ana1y'sis
kips kips Comparison Comparison

kips kips

1 Observed 22.0 40.4 52.4 52.4
Computed . 39.4 39.4 39.4 47.7

(8WF40) Ratio 0.56 1.05 1.33 1.10

2 Observed 5.5 18.0 18.0
Computed 13.1 13·1 18.1

(8B13) Ratio 0.42 1.37 0·99

3 Observed 15.9 25.3 29.7 29.7
Computed 23.7 23.7 23.7 29.9

(12WF36) Ratio 0.68 0.68 1.26 0.99

4 Observed 19.0 26.0 31.0 31.0
Phase I Computed 26.2 26.2 26.2 32.1
(12WF36) Ratio 0.34 0.99 1.18 0.97

5 Observed -- 26.7 30.5 30.5
Phase II Computed 18.7 18.7 18.7 32.1
(12WF36) Ratio -- 1.43 1.63 0.95

...

Pp

Q Py«
o

-J

-"=------....-===::.=.:.::::..::.-r-------"-"~

/

Curve

Yield

Experimental Curve

Yield Line

DEFLECTION

Pmax
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It is of interest to note wha.t the allowable load for

Frame 3 would be under present A.I.S.C. specJ.fications(4) when.

section 12 (Combined Stresses) is appli.ed. If only the vertical

loads were placed on the fr'ame., the A.I.S.C. allowable load would

be 12.2 kips. The case of vertical and horizontal (wind) loads

would not control since when this case is considered the allowable

stress is increased 33 percent and the allowable load becomes

1408 kips for Frame 3. Thus the real elasti.c design safety

factor against the actual ultimate load for Frame 3 was 2044

(29.7 .; 12.2). This value compares with a value of 1096 which

would be obtained by dividing the actual yi.eld stress by the

allowable stress (3902 7 20).

I..

During the loading sequence of Frame 3 a complete

• set of data was taken when the verotical loads reached 1200 kips

each. The resulting moment diagram for this load condi,tion is
•

shown in Figure 110 The maximum stress due to bending at this

load was 19.44 ksi at the lee knee of the frame. The moments

shown in this diagram (thee.olid line in Figure 11) are close

to those which would occur in this frame if it were designed

elastically by A.I.S.C. specifications .(4).

When ~he elastic design m~ment' d~agram discussed above

is compared with the two ultimate load moment dilagrams, in Figure

11 the reserve strength of the frame is further illustrated 0

The ultimate load moment diagram, (Figure 11) computed by use of

simple plastic theory(S) shows extremely close agreement with

the one derived from measured reactions and statics in the actual

frame.
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(b) Test Frame 4 - Phase I~
;;...:..;;~.-;;:"..;.;.........-------
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As has been described before (Articles 9 and 10)

Frame 4 was sUb,jected to two separate loading oonditions.

Under each loading condition the frame was loaded to its ulti.mate

capacity. During Phase I of Test 4 the load.ing conditi.on was

identical with Fr'ame 3, (the verti.cal loads, being nine times

larger than the horizontal loads). The pla.stic mechanism which

formed, however, was conf'i.ned to the beam and sidesway was held

to a minimum as can be seen from Fig'~~e 10. The sidesway at

the ultimate load (Load 22) was only about 0.4 in. compared to

a value of 1.6 in. for Frame 3 at its ultimate load.

Table V and Figure 10 give compari.sons of the experi

mental and theoretl.cal behavior of Frame 4(I) 0 The ulti.mate load

reached in the test 'was 31.0 kips which i.s 97 percent of the

ultimate loa.d of 32.1 kips computed by plast+.c theory. It should

be pointed out, however, that this phase of the test was di.s-

continued arbitrarily $,t this point in order that Phase II could

be undertaken befol"e thef'rame became too seriously deformed.

The subsequent behavior of certain critical parts of the frame

in Phase II indi~~es that the ultimate load had not been reached

at Load 22 (Vertical load = 3l.0-kipso) and had the test been

continued under the Phase I loading ratio, it would. have carr'ied

vertical loads as high as about 33.4 kips which would have been

104 per'cent of the theoreti.cal ultimate load 0

The first significant yielding occurred in Frame 4

duringJ;hase I at a load of 9.0 kips or a.t only 34 percent of'

the campu'ted yield load (yield load. being computed neglecting
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the effect ofaxi.al loads). The elastic design load for Frame

4(I) when the AISC interacti.on formula is used would be 12.6 l-cips

for vertical loads only and 1603 kips for vertical loads and

horizontal. wind loads. Thus the vertica.l. loads would control

an elastic design. ~'heref'ore, the demonstrated safety' faetor

for the frame during Phase I was 2046 (31 00 ~. 1206) and might

have been higher if' the test had been c:onti.nued 0 The difference

between the safety factors of 2.46 and 1096 (yield stress J 39.2,

divided by all~wable stress.9 20.0) is due to the equalizatlon of

the moment diagram as plastic hinges are formed and to the shape

factor (full plastic moment d~vided by yield moment). For the

particular WF section (12WF36) used in these tests the shape

factor is 1.12 (1925 ~ 1713).

Figure 12 shows moment diagrams f'DL' Frame 4(r). The

experimental moments observed at a load (p = 12.0 kips) near'

the elastic desigp load is shown. The other two diagrams give

a comparison of the experi.mental and computed moments at the

ultimate load condition. There appears to be a large discrepancy

between these two diagrams. (In spite of this, the experimental

and theoretical ultimate loads are in close agreement.) The

explanation .for the discrepancy in moment dlagrams is that in

attaching the frame column bases to the base beam, the column

bases were fOI'ced apart in order to meet the required dimensions,

thereby introduc.ing a state of 1I1ocked-upll moments approximately

equal to those shown in Figure 13 (a). The exact horizontal force·

exerted at the bases of the <l'.qluxn.ns when the frame was attached

is not known, but by taking the average of' the error's in
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experimental moment~ at the knees at ~ltlmate load in Figure 12

the force of 1.72 kips shown in Figure l3(a) was obtained. Such

a value is well within the' realm of reason .

The electrical strain gages used for moment deter

mination in Frame 4 were mounted after these "locked-up" moments

had been induced. Therefore the moments indicated by these

gages were always in error by an amount equal to the "locked-up"

moments. When the "locked-up" moments shown in Figure l3(a)

are added to the experimental ultimate load moments shown in

Figure 12 the more nearly correct experimental moment diagram

shown in Figure l3(b) is obtained.

It should be emphasized that the "locked-up" moments

discussed above have no effect on the ultimate load carrying

capacity when plastic action is relied on. In a like manner

the true ultimate load carrying capacities of rigid steel frames

are not affected by such things as foundation settlement and

rotation, small fabrication errors in dimensions of parts, or

temperature changes .. According to conventional (elastic) con

cepts, such factors are of significant influence. However, more

often than. coping with them, they are ignored in present design

procedures; knowingly or not, plastie action is depended upon

to' assure the successful operation of the structure.

(c) Tes:t;:Frame·4.. ..;.Phase II

During Phase II of Test 4 the vertical loads were

held as nearly constant at 31.0 kips a~ possible while the

horizontal loads were increased. This increase in horizontal.
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load was possible since the plastic mechanism developed in

Phase I was local -- that is, confined to the beam. The columns

were still stable structural elements since no plastic hinges

had formed at their bases. In reviewing the behavior of the

frame during Phase II, it should be remembered that the beam had

already become a mechanism at the end of Phase I with a defleo

tionat the center of the beam of 5.8 in. The frame lli~doubtedly

would have withstood a larger ultimate load had the vertical

and horizontal loads been equal from the outset in the test of

an undeformed frame.

Despite the severe deformation of the frame at the

start of Phase II, Frame 4 was able to withstand horizontal

lqads of 30.5 kips which is 95 percent of the theoretical plastic

analysis load of 32.1 kips. (See Table V and Figure 10). This

load was reached at about the same time the available stroke on

the tension loading jacks was used up. As is indicated on Figure

10 the frame had to be unloaded at this point (Load No. 42) in

order to shorten the loading rods. ·Opce this was done the frame

was never able to carry again its previous high load.

The advantage of fixed-based columns for certain

loading conditions is clearly illustrated by the fact that

Frame 4in Phase II withstood horizontal loads 9.24 times larger

than supported by Frame 3 with a resulting sidesway of 2.4 in.

compared to a value of 1.6 in. in Frame 3.

If one were to assume the horizontal loads applied

to Frame 4 in Phase II were not wind loads (SUCh a high ratio

of wind load to vertical load is unlikely) the elastic design
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load would be 9.65 kips. Thus the present frame despite its

a.dverse strain history'was able to demonstrate' a safety factor

of 3.16. The factor would have been somewhat higher, perhaps

as much as 3.4, if the frame had been loaded in its virgin con

dition with equal vertical and horizontal loads 0

A comparison is made in Figure 14 between the experi

mentally and theoretically determined moments at ultimate load

in Frame 4(II). Tl:').e experimental moments here plotted are sub-

ject to the same errors brought on by the "locked-up" moments

described for Phase I. The experimental moments at ultimate,

Phase II, corrected for the "locked-up" moments given in Figure

13(a) are shown in Figure 15. Discrepancies between the

experimental moments and the theoretical values in Figure 15.
are partly due to the adverse strain history of the frame in

Phase II and the fact that both corner connections are capable

of carrying moments higher than the plastic hinge moment of a

plain beam section. Another factor to be discussed later was

the fact that part of the middle thi.rd of the beam had buckled

laterally during Phase II, thereby reducing the moment carrying

capacity of that beam section and forcing the corner connections

to carrying increased moments 0

(d) Plastic Design Working Loads

,The preceding sections discussing the load-carrying

capacities of' Frames 3 and 4 have pointed out the large reserve

in strength these fr'ames have demonstrated over and above the

commonly accept~d elastic design loads~ This characteristic
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is due to the continuity existing in the frame brought about

by welding such that the full plastic strength was developed.

A new concept of design in structural steel, called "plastic

design", makes use of this reserve strength which has herein

been demonstrated. Much progress has been made in Great Britain

in this area where actual structures have been built whi.ch

were designed by use of plastic analYSis(9). One advantage of

plastic design is the fact that all structures so designed will

have a uniform and rational factor of safety regardless of the

degree to which the structure is indeterminate in the elastic

state.

Figure 16 illustrates how the five tests carried out

at Lehigh University under the present program would have a

uniform factor of safety under the plastic design concept. For

purposes of discussion a load factor of safety of 1.75 against

the theoretical ultimate load has been chosen. Thus the plastic

design working load would be 57 percent of the theoretical

ultimate load for all frames and for the typical simple beam

as well. The bar chart (Figure 16) shows that the conventional

elastic design procedures would use varying amounts of the ultimate

load capacities (from 30 percent to 57 percent).~It will be

noted that elastic design and plastic design would permit the

same working load for the case of a simple beam. Therefore,

the rigid frame proportioned by plastic design would enjoy the

same real safety factor as do present elastically-designed

simple beams.
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Further~ Figure 16 shows that no part of the frames

tested would have reached a condition of general yielding at
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the plastic design working load. Indeed, only the most unusual

frame would be called upon to wi.thstand general yieldi,ng at

working loads as determined b;y plasti,:;, design using a reasonable

load factor of safety.

The bar indicating the behavior' of' Frame 4(1) in

Figure 16 is topped by an arrow showing the ratio of test load

to theoretical that would be expected had the loading Phase I

been continued. This expected load was based on subsequent

behavior of' parts of the frame in Phase II. It should also be

remembered that Phase II of Test 4 was started after the frame

had undergone large deformations which lmdoubtedly adversely

affected its ultimate load-carrying capacity .

14. EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS

T:hA defle"'tl'o"" Ch<:>l>~,..'t'er]·st"n" ("f' >:i'''~8m-''' ':2 ·",nr.::J 11 aY'A.1.1. _ \, ~ __ . C. .l':" ... ~:;J. a .~I' .J _, ... ~ J J.. ",,' 0 .~. .I.' J.. _, ... to' t::; .....) l:.t.:..• .J. "1' {. <_ • ..."

shown in Figures 9 and 10, where the deflections at the center

of the beam span and the sidesway of the tops of the colum~s are

plotted versus the loads applied. In general, the deflections

measured were as predicted by theory. Both frames showed beam

deflections which deviated from the theoretical. curves well

before the theoretical yield load was reached. However, this

deviation did not start to increase at a large rate until after

the theoretical yield load, Py , had been exceeded. Thereafter,

it was "controlled II until the observed ma,xJ.mum load was reached.
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Another presentation of the manner in which the st.rtlC

tures deformed is g:iven i,n Figure 17, where t.he deflected shapes

of the frames at several load conditions are shown. The first

deflection c'urve drawn in Figure l'7(a) shows the shape of Fra.me 3

when the vertical load in each jack was 12 kips. This load pro

duced a moment of 852 in. kips at the lee knee and a unit stress

of 19,440 psi due to bending stress. It is approximately equal.,

then, to a normal design load by conventional elastic methods

if direct stress is neglected.

The second deflected shape of Figure 17(a) is drawn

for a vertical load of 18 kips. 'Iru.s load :Ls near. tJ:1.e: a~lowable load

that might be used in a plastic design using a load factor of

safety of 1;75. At this load the frame is still well with1ri the

elastic limit. The maximum deflection at this load was 1.47

times the maximum deflection at the conventional elasticdesign

load .

The shape of the frame at ultimate load, 29.7 kips,

is given by the third curve o~ Figure 17(a). The curve showing

the largest deflection is for the last load put on the structure

and is therefore the greatest deformation that occurred. The

load at this time was 26.5 kips. The lee column had already

buckled laterally at this stage of the test. Despite the column

failure and the large distortions, the frame was still carrying

89 percent of the ultimate, 221 percent of the normal elastlc

design load, and 151 percent of a "possible" plastic design load'

which uses a safety factor of 1.75 against the ultimate load.
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;Ihe two curves showing the smal.ler deflections in

I~'igul"'e 17(b) lli!ere drawn for vertical loads of 12 and 18 kips

on Frame4(r). These loads correspond roughly to working loads

that would be allowed on the frame by elastic design and plastie

design, respectively.

The thi.rd deflected shape shows the condition of

Prame 4 at its ultimate load (p = 31.0 kips) at the end of

PJ:.l.iWe I. The fourth, and last, curve ls drawn for the ultimate

load ('~=30.5 kJps) condition in Phase II.

The deflections shown in both parts of Figure 17 are

exaggerated f'0J:' clarity. The scale for plotting deflections

is 4.8 times larger than the scale to which the frame center

Ii.ne is drawn .

15. MOME~T·-ROTATIONRELATIONSHIPS

(a) Beam to Column Connections

Since one of the basic requirements of a materlal

and a section to be used in a structure designed by plastic

analysis is the ability to form plastic hinges, it 1s of interest

to study moment-rotation relationsbips of' certain critical parts

of the present frames.

One such critical part is the beam to column connec

tion or the knee of the portal frame. The knee should be able

to withstand the full plastic moment of the beam section through

lar'ge rotations. The connections used were chosen for the pre

sent frames because previous tests(3) at Lehigh University assured

their good performance. The connections used in the present frames

were designated as Type n8B" in Reference 3.
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At no time during the tests did any knee

ShOll'l slgns that it had a smaller moment capaci.ty than the beam

section. ~rhere was no local erippling of' any parts even though

yield:ing of th.e material was wid'2spread in some of the knees .

The photographs in Figure 18 are close-up views of'

the lee knee of Frame 3. 'I'his knee was subject to large rotations

and high moments. The photograph in Figl.tr·e 18 (a) was taken

,just after the i'rame had res,ched its ultimate load. It will

be noted that at this load yieldi.ng (indicated by the dark bands

ln the white itms~ coating) had extended 'beyond the connection

proper. into both the beam and column. The condition,of the

same connection at the end of the test is shown in Figure 18(b).

In th:'Lspho'togr'aph the shift of the neutral axis in the column

due to the axial load is clear'ly i.llustrated by the yi.eld bands .

On the other hand, the yielded zones in the beam ,just outside

the conneotiOT.l are ne!arly syrnmetrical. The fact that the zone

of' yielded. matel"ial extends further lnto the column than the

be~"i,m can be attrl.buted to two condltions. First, the high axial

loa,d stresses in the column are additive to the bending stresses.

Secondly, the moment gradient is much steeper in the beam than

in the .;:;.olumn (see Fi.gure 6, ulti.mate load moment diagram). The

rotations of the connections at which the photographs in Figure

18 v.rere taken are indicated on Figure 190

The moment-rotation curves for both knees of Frame 3

are shown in Fi.gure 19. At no time during the test did the

knees show signs that they had smaller moment capaci.ty than the..
beam section. There was no local crippling of any part even

though yieldi.ng of the materi.al was widespread in the knee at
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the 1£;6 -column.. rr.n.e knee show,ad the cr:;;paoity to carry the full

plastic moment of' the beam sec;t:lon through large rotations 0 The

momen'(;s ;at; the intersec.tion of beam and column center lines based

on measurf.~d reactions and. meastU'ed frame deflections are used in

the plotting of one set of' c;urves (d:r'awn w:ith soli.d lines) shown

in Fi.gure 19. Ttl.a sei;.,;ond cur've for the lee knee (dashed line)

was plotted wlth. moments f'ou.:nd when the deflecti.on of the f:r:ame

wa.s negleeted. Q T:he d:iffer'Eme i2! in tt:8 curVE,S beeomes si.gnificant

only at V8?:"Y lal~ge rotationf3, itlel1 after the ultimate load had

been reached.

The knee at the windward column was never called upon

to car:ry a m.om.ent equal to th.e th,€i)r'etical yield moment j neverthe

less, the moment-:c'ot.ation CUI've for' this knee is not a strai.ght

11ne., and.wh.en the. frame was unload(ad the knee had taken on a

small amount of' perl1'uEment set, lnd1.cating inelastic actiono

As can be seen i.n Figure 19 the two knees of Frame 3 behaved in

almost idem.tl(J,~.1.1 .f'Etsh:i.on a.t equal moment levels 0
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(Load 42 )vvhile the rotation in the lee knee ffi'Dre tha.n doubled"

This behavior is in complete agreement with the plastic theory

for Phase II where the horizontal loads were increased while the

verti.cal loads were held constant.

Another point of :interest in Figure 20 is the unload-

ing of the lee knee that occ;urred after the ult:imate load had

been reached in Phase II. Th:is unloading occmrred as the con
I

nection and the adjacent beam began to 'buckle late:r'ally" Despite
)

this unloading of' the buekled lee knee the loads on the frame

did not redw~e at the same rate, in fact the vert-ieal loads held

about constant while the horizontal loads were increased (see

FiguI'e 10). This action was possible becau.se of the ability of

the windward knee to withstand increased moment and rotation

as shown by the later pal't of its moment-I'otation curve"

(b) Beam Sections

The moment-unit rotation relationshi.ps for two 100a-

tions in Frame 3 are shown in Figure 21. The theoretical

curves shown in this figure are simplified by showing only the

two straight li.ne portions of the true theoretical moment-unit

rotation curve. The values of the moments plotted here were

determined from measured reactions and were corrected for frame

deformations. The curve for Location 1 in the lee colu.mn shows

that the full plastic moment was never reached at this point in

the frame; nevertheless~ what appears to be plastic hinge action

• was started at the ultimate load condition when 'the moment at

the section wa.s 94 percent of the theoretical plastic moment.

As the rotati.on increased rapidly after the ultimate load had
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been reached, the moment increased slightly to 9'7 percent of

the Mp value but only after the rotation was about five times

greater than it was at the ultimate load. This reduced plastic

moment can be attributed in part to the axial loq.d in the column.

It should be pointed out that the moment-\~arrying

capacity at Location 1, Figure 21,.was not appreciably decreased

until the colUITill buckled laterally. The rotation when column

buckling occurred was about 5.3 times as large as the rotation

when the ultimate load was reached.

The second curve in Figure 21 shows the moment-unit

rota.tion relationship found by the rotation indicator mounted

on the frame near the theoretical location of the second plastic

hinge (Location 2). This curve is very similar to the first

curve except for the drop in the moment which occurs just after

the ultimate load was reached. This reduction can be explained

by the fact that the beam tried to buckle laterally in this

region soon after the maximum load was attained. This buckle

could be observed by eye shortly after the ultimate was reached,

but its effect was undoubtedly indicated much sooner by the drop

in moment at this section and by the drop in'applied load seen

on Figure 9 . The detrimental effect of th:is lateral buckling

action was finally overcome as the lateral supports in the region

were sufficient to prevent increased lateral movement. After

this sudden drop, the moment at the section increased again and

exceeded the peak value which occurred at the ultimate load

condition.
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Moment-unit r"otati.on curves for' two beam seotions in

Frame 4 a1'e shown in Figure 22. As in Figure 21, the theoretical

curve is llldealized" by tvw is t:r.'aight lines. In the first curve,

the moment 6 inches from the hS!.se of the w:ind.ward colunm is plotted

versus the average unit rotation of the lower 12 inches of the

column. ':['his area of the frame was still elastic at the ulti.mate

load condi.tion for Phase I, but became pl.astic as the horizontal

loads were increased in Phase IIo The experimentally determined

moments at the base of the wi~dward column are appI'o.x:i.mately

correct since the "locked-up" moments shown in Figure l3{a) are

zero there. Evidence of strain hardening :ts sb.O'(Am by the last

portion of the curve.

The second C·U.I've in Figure 22 sh.ows the momerlt-l.m:it

rotation relationship for a sect:1.on of the b,~am 8 inc:hes from

the windward vertical load in Frame 40 'I'he rotat:Lon indj.cator

was mounted i.n an area where the last plastlc hinge formed in

Phase I (see Figure 7) si.nce the th.ir'd and fourth hingeis formed

simultaneously In Phase Io Thi.8 expla:5..ns the small rotation

experienced by the beam at the ultimate load) Phase 10 This

curve is characterized by a sudden drop i.n moment just after

ultimate load, Phase I, much like that shown in the corresponding

curve in Figux'e 21. Again, lateral buckling of the beam. in the

center third is the explanation.

The moments used in plotting the second curve in

Figure 22 were those computed from experimental data with cor

rections made for frame deflection. However, they were not

corrJected for the probable "locked-up'! moments described in

Figure 13" If this correcti.on had been made, the max1.mum moment
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carried at this point of the frame would have been 96.5 percent

of its theoretical plastic moment, Mp . This per'centage compared

very favorably with a value of 97 percent shown by the corres

ponding beam section in Frame 3.

16. PLASTIC BUC~ING AND LATERAL SUPPORT

(a) General

The present frames :+llustrated clearly the fact that

the final failure of continuo~s rigid frames is usually brought

about by instabi+ity of some part or parts of the frame. The

proportions of most frames and rolled sections are such that

this instapilitydoes not develop in the elastic range. Once

the steel member has yielded, however, the possibility of this

phenomenon occur~ing is increased many times. Current investi-
•

gations at Lehigh University are making extensive studies into

- the field of pla~tic instabil:+ty of rolled steel sections with

the aim that adequate protect:+on against premature buckl1.ng can

be assured.

One way to prevent :+nstability failure is to support

the frame transversely. The +ocation and strength of the

lateral support system for a frame is of primary·importance.

At the same time the width-to-thickness ratio of the elements

of the sections is also very :+mportant, since such elements

may suffer from +ocal buckling or crippling and thus bring about

premature failure of the frame •

..
The proportions of the 12WF36 section used in the

present tests are such that local buckling prior to strain
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hardening would not occur. (See Ref. 10) Indeed, this charac

teristic was one reason for choosing the section for the tests.

Studies now under way at Lehigh University indicate that if a

section does not buckle locally before it reaches strain hardening

it will have adequate rotation capacity for plastic design pur

poses provided it does not suffer from lateral (torsional) buckling.

(b) Frame 3

Frame 3 suffered from buckling in three r'egions. All

three zones affected were in a plastic state when the buckling

occurred. The first evidence of instability was observed by

eye after the ultimate load had been reached and took the form

of a lateral displacement of the compression flange of the beam

near the second plastic hinge. The effect of this lateral

buckle has already been discussed with regard to the drop in

moment capacity of the beam in the region where the buckle
•

occurred (See Figure 21). This buckle took the form of a wave

about 3 ft. long, but further displacement was controlled by

the lateral supports which were attached to the beam at the

intersection of web and flange. (The locations of these supports

along the beam are indicated by the circles in Figure l.(a).)

At the same time that the lateral buckle was observed

in the beam, another type of instability was observed in the

bottom flange of the beam at the lee knee in the form of flange

t crippling. The buckle occurred only in one-half of the flange

with a wave length of about 3 or 4 inches. The center of' the

wave was about 4 in. from the i.ntersection of beam and column.

The yielded zone in which thi.s buckle occurred can be seen i.n

Figure 18(a). The buckle could be seen on the beam at the time
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the photograph was taken, but it is not easily discernible in

l the photograph. Though this buckle was observed soon after

ultimate load had been reached, it did not appear to hinder the
..

performance of the frame in any wa.y. Certainly it did not have

the weakening effect of the lateral buckle which occurred in

the middle third of the beam.

In this second case of instability, as in the first,

good latel~al support was near at hand and may have prevented

damage that might have developed had it not been there.

The third case of instability came when the unsupported

compression flange of the lee column buckled laterally and the

frame finally collapsed (See "LB" in Figure 9). This buckle

showed some early signs of developing in the form of an unequal

yield pattern on·the flange but apparently was held in check

for some time by the lateral support attached to the compression

flange at the intersection of beam and column. However, when

the deflection at the center of the beam had reached a value of

about 2.3 times its value at ultimate load, there was a distinct

and rapid increase in the size of the buckle wave and a corres

ponding ~udden drop in load. Despite this buckling, the frame

supported 87.2 percent of its ultimate load but further straining

produced rapidly decreasing load capacity. Just before the lee

column buckled the load was 95.3 percent of the ultimate load.

The buckle in the lee column is shown after completion

of the test in Figure 23. The photograph, which was taken from

the inside of the frame looking out shows clearly the lateral

torsional buckling type of failure characterized by the lateral

displacement of the compression flange.
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the photograph was taken, but it is not easily discernible in

• the photograph. Though this buckle was observed soon after

ultimate load had been reached, it did not appear to hinder the
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performance of the frame in any way. Certainly it did not have

the weakening effect of the lateral buckle which occurred in

the middle third of the beam.

In this second case of instability, as in the first,

good lateral support was near at hand and may have prevented

damage that might have developed had it not been there.

The third case of instability came when the unsupported

compression flange of the lee column buckled laterally and the

frame finally collapsed (See "LE" in FigurE; 9). This buckle

showed some early signs of developing in the form of an unequal

yield pattern on the flange but apparently was held in check

• for some time by the lateral support attached to the compression

flange at the intersection of beam and column. However, when

the deflection at the center of the beam had reached a value of

about 2.3 times its value at ultimate load, there was a distinct

and rapid increase in the size of the buckle wave and a corres

ponding sudden drop in load. Despite this buckling, the frame

supported 87.2 percent of its ultimate load but further straining

produced rapidly decreasing load capacity. Just before the lee

column buckled the load was 95.3 percent of the ultimate load.

,
The buckle in the lee column. is shown after completion

of the test in Figure 23. The photograph, which was taken from

the inside of the frame looking out shows clearly the lateral

torsional buckling type of failure characterized by the lateral

displacement of the compression flange.
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It has already been pointed out that earlier failure

of the frame was undoubtedly prevented by the effective lateral

support furnished for the test frame. A study of the forces

that were measured in the lateral supports showed that the frame

required negligible lateral support in the, elastic range, but

as zones of yielding in the frame formed, the lateral support

system was called upon to carry larger and larger loads. Those

lateral support struts located at the theoretical plastic hinges

were called upon to carry the larger part of the lateral loads.

When the frame was at the verge of collapse, there was a total

of 12,700 Ibs. tension and 12,700 lbs. compression in the lateral

support struts; at the same time the single forces required at

the first and second hinges were 3,600 Ibs. each. Thus the

lateral forces at the plastic hinges made up 57 percent of the

total lateral force.

To obtain a dimensionless plot of the 'relationship

between experimental frame moments and lateral support forces,

the experimental moment at the se:ct::i.on supported was divided by

the theoretical yield moment, and the lateral support force was

expressed as a percentage of the axial force that would be

required to cause yielding of the section if used as a very

short column.

Such dimensionless plots for the lateral forces at

the two plastic hinges in Frame 3 are shown in Figure 24. The

curve for lateral support strut #2, located at the inside corner

of the lee knee, shows latera.l force of only 0.15 percent of

the axial yield load at ultimate load, whereas the support force

at the windward vertical load point (plastic hinge #2) was about
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0.3 percent of the base value. The maximum value of any lateral

• support force measured during Test 3 was less than 1.0 percent

of the axial yield load of the beam section.

In order that the distributi.ons of the forces in the

various lateral support struts might be seen for two critical

load conditions, the isometric views of Frame 3 are given in

Figure 25. The lateral forces are represented by the veetors

which show the sense and the magnitude of the force. In aeJ.dition,

the magnitude of the force in kips is shown directly adjacent

to the vector. The forces induced in the lateral bracing system

by Frame 3 at ultimate load (j? = 29.7 kiPf?) is shown in part 11 all

of Figure 25, while the condition at impending failure by lateral

buckling of the lee column is shown in part lib".

Several facts illustrated by Figures 24 and 25 should

• be pointed, out. The maximum values of the lateral forces occurred

at the plastic hinges. The larger lateral forces occur at the

compression flange of the beam" The presence of the lateral

., .
..

buckle in the top flange in the middle third of the beam is evi

dent from the larg~ values of lateral load in the two lateral

support struts to ~he right of the windward vertical load point .

Virtually no force was required to constrain the windward knee

which was never subjected to a moment as large as the yield moment

for the beam section. The forces at the top and bottom of the

• beam at anyone section were always of opposite sense indicating

that a tWisting tendency always existed w'hen the plastic condition
•

had been reached .... This tendency suggests that lateral bracing

should be provided to both the compression and tension flanges of

the beams.
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(c) Frame 4

The behavior of Frame 4 with respect to buckling was

very similar to that of· Frame 3 discussed above. All instability

was confined to regions which had yielded.

The first observed case of instability in Frame 4

occurred in the middle third of the beam just after the ultimate

load in Phase I had been reached. The buckle of the compression

flange here took·the form of an "S" shape curve. The node points

of the waves exactly coincided with lateral support points 4, 7,

and 9. (See Figure l(b)) These support points are 2 ft. apart.

The lateral buckling of the beam may be seen in Figure 26. This

photograph was taken looking down on the middle third of the

beam of Frame 4. Even though this buckle developed immediately

following the ultimate load in Phase I it did not prevent the

frame from carrying increased horizontal loads in Phase II.

The second case of buckling in Frame 4, which finally

brought about its collapse in Phase II, was a lateral buckle

in the beam adjacent to the lee knee. A side view of this knee

after the test is shown in Figure 27. The photograph in Figlire

28 was ·taken looking up from the inside of' the .frame toward. the

lee knee and shows the lateral displacement of the compression

flange of the beam.

The forces measured in the strut attached to the
•

inside corner of the lee knee are .plotted in Figure 29 versus

• the moment at the knee. In addition, the relationship between

the angle of twist developed in the beam at the connection of

beam to lee column and the knee moment is shown. The lateral
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forces and angles of twist measured at ultimate loads, Phase I

• and II, are indicated on the graphs. The maximum of the lateral

support forces in"Frame 4 occurred in the strut (#15) used for
•

plotting Figure 29. At ultimate load, Phase I, the maximum

lateral support force was about 0.4 percent of the axial yield

load. Despite the fact that Phase II was undertaken with a

severely deformed frame the maximum lateral force measured at

ultimate was only 1.3 percent of the axial yield load of the

beam section.

The distribution of forces in the lateral support

system for Frame 4 are shown in Figure 30. The ultimate load·

conditions for Phase I and Phase II are shown in Parts a and b,

respectively. In general the lateral forces measured in Fra~e 4

• were larger than those measured for Frame 3 .

..

..

..
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v. SUM MAR Y

The apparatus and proeedures used in testing two full

sized all-welded portal frames have been described very briefly

so that the test results could be interpreted. The details of

the frame and test apparatus are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The

test set-up as used was satisfactory in all respects. The loading

system was especially simple and allowed the testing of the

frames to continue at a slow rate well after ultimate load so

that much additional information was obtained.

The results of elastie and simple plastic analysis

of the frames are given so that their behavior during test could

be evaluated.

In this report, the major emphasis has been on the

results of the tests. The following statements sum up the

results.

..

1.

2.

The elastic behavior of the frames was for all

practical purposes identical to the theoretically pre

dicted behavior when the increased flexibility of the

knees was taken into account. Methods are available by

which such elastic analysis of the knee may be made

(see Ref. 2).

The analysis of data showed that the component

parts of the frame behaved in a manner that was similar

to separate isolated tests of connections, beams, and

columns.
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3. The ultimate loads by test were 99, 97, and 95

percent, respectively, of the ultimate loads predicted

by simple plastic theory for Frame 3, Frame 4(1) and

Frame 4(I1). (Figure 16)

-45

4. The frames were able to carry loads very near the

predicted ultimate load through deflections twice as great

as those which existed when the maximum experimental load

was first reached. (Figures 9 and 10)

5. The frames showed the ability to absorb relatively

large amounts- of energy. Frame 3 finally absorbed about

9 times as much energy as it had when the theoretical

elastic limit had been reached and about 3 times as much

as when the ultimate load had been reached. (Figure 9)

•

..

6. The knees used in the frames were capable of carry

ing more than the plastic moment for the beam section

without showing any signs of failure. These high moments

were carried even though the rotation of the knee finally

became in one case about 5 times as great as the rotation

at yield moment and 2.7 times as great as the rotation when

the plastic moment of the beam section was first reached.

(Figure 19)

7. The l2WF36 section used in the frames showed an

ability to withstand large rotations at moments which were

close to the theoretical plastic moment. The beam under

went unit rotations in the order of 16 times the theoretical

unit rotation at the predicted yield moment (Figure 21).

This rotation took place without flange or web crippling.
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8. The magnitude of the lateral support forces re

quired to insure the good plastic action of the frame

was relatively sma.ll.The largest force measured at

a single support point was about 2 percent of the

theoretical axial yield load of the beam section. The

maximum lateral support force measured at an ultimate

load condition was 1.3 percent of the axial yield load

which was measured at the plastic hinge formed at the

lee knee of Frame 4(I1). (Figures 24 and 29)

-46

•

•

9. The largest lateral forces measured in either frame

were at the plastic hinge locations. (Figures 25 and 30)

10. The frames were subject to lateral buckling

when large regions of the beam sections became plastic.

The adverse effects of this buckling were minimized by

the lateral support system. All signs of plastic in

stability occurred after the ultimate loads had been

reached. (Figures 24 and 29)

11. Final failure of Frame 3 was brought about by

lateral buckling of the lee column after the frame had

supported virtually its ultimate load through deflec

tions 230 percent of those when ultimate load was first

reached (see Figure 9). The column had no lateral

support except at its intersection with the beam and

at its base. (Figure 23)

• During Phase I of Test 4 no evidence of collapse

by buckling was observed. This was to be expected since

the frame had not shown positive proof that it had
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reached its true ultimate load, when this phase of the

test was discontinued.

Frame 4 finally failed in Phase II of the test
•

when the beam adjacent to the lee knee buckled laterally.

This buc~ling occurred when the beam center deflection

was 2.6 times as large as it was at the ultimate 10ad

Phase I. (Figure 10)

12. The l2WF36 shape was intentionally chosen to

minimize the effect of local flange buckling. One

small wave of flange buckling was detected. in each

frame soon after the ultimate load had been reached,

but neither developed to any degree.

•

•

In general, the results furn1,sh encouraging evidence

of the applicability of plastic analysis in structural design.

At the same time they confir'm the need for adequate lateral

support or other provisions for protection against lateral

buckling. The lateral bracing furnished in these two tests was

proved to be adequate.
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VI. A C K NOW LED GEM E N T S

The tests reported herein were carried out through

the efforts of several persons in addition to the authors. Muchc
•

of the early planning was done by K. E. Knudsen, former Research

Assistant Professor, J. P. Verschuren, former Research Assistant,

designed parts of the test apparatus for Frame 3. In addition,

the competent work of the laboratory machinists and technicians

under the direction of Ko R. Harpel, Foreman, helped bring the

tests to successful conclusions.
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(in figures) Point of which lateral buckling occurred
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Moment at which yield point is reached in flexure
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Fig. 23 Lateral Buckle
in Lee Column - Frame :3

Fig. 27 Lee Knee After Test
Frame 4
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